At the heart of Boots UK retail operation lies an 850,000 sq ft hi-tech automated warehouse supplying some 2,600 stores with over 40,000 different items on a daily basis.

The warehouse is one of the largest and most efficient of its type in the world utilising over 80 cranes, a huge conveyor network and a truly impressive warehouse management system. A typical day sees over 2 million items shipped with peak volumes higher still. The Stores Service Centre employees 2000 people across multiple shifts, operating 24/7, with around 250 at any given time directly involved in the process.

The engineering team at Boots would like to warmly invite a small group of IMechE members to a behind the scenes tour of their flagship warehouse operation on the Nottingham headquarters site.

Tour from 2:00pm to 17:00pm
Wednesday 29th April

Location: D82/SSC South Reception, Boots Plc, Nottingham
Directions: see directions and map
This event is free of charge. Booking essential by Wednesday 15th April. The number of attendees is strictly limited. When booking please provide your name and the name of your employer (former employer for retired members). If these details are not provided at the time of booking, you will be unable to join the tour.

For safety reasons, attendees must be in good health, fully ambulant and not require any special provisions or escape measures to be put in place. Attendees must wear sensible shoes. No photography allowed.

To book a place: nearyou.imeche.org
Go to Events section of United Kingdom/East-Midlands/Derby and Nottingham